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1
COMPACT STAR TRACKER WITH

2

FIG . 5 is the generally -known steering mechanism having
Risley prisms adjusted for an induced angle ;
FIG . 6 is a diagram of a steering mechanism FIG . 1
having polarization gratings and photonic crystal beam

PHOTONIC CRYSTAL POINTING
CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED

5 steering oriented to no angle , according to one or more
embodiments;
FIG . 7 is a diagram of the steering mechanism of FIG . 1
This application claims the benefit of priority under 35 having
polarization gratings and photonic crystal beam
APPLICATIONS

U.S.C. § 119 (e ) to U.S. Provisional Application Ser. No.
62/880,991 entitled “ Compact Star Tracker with Photonic steering oriented to an offset angle , according to one or more
;
Crystal Pointing ” , [ Docket AFD - 1886P ] filed 31 Jul . 2019 , 10 embodiments
FIG
.
8
is
a functional block diagram of a star tracker
the contents of which are incorporated herein by reference in having a motorized
steering mechanism that is oriented to a
their entirety.
zero angle, according to one or more embodiments ; and
FIG . 9 is a functional block diagram of a star tracker
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION
15 having a motorized steering mechanism that is oriented to an
The invention described herein was made by employees offset angle, according to one or more embodiments .
of the United States Government and may be manufactured
and used by or for the Government of the United States of

America for governmental purposes without the payment of
any royalties thereon or therefore .

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
20

The present innovation provides a celestial tracking

device ( referred to in this document generically as a star
tracker
), particularly as the hardware used for celestial body
BACKGROUND
sightings. Rotating photonic crystals are provided for beam
pointing and a flat mirror is used to fold the optical path ,
1. Technical Field
25 making the star tracker more compact. In particular, the
photonic crystal pointing requires specially designed spa
The present disclosure generally relates to optical devices tially variant photonic crystals ( SVPCs ) .
and more particular to celestial optical tracking devices .
FIG . 1 depicts a celestial tracking device (“ star tracker ” )
100 that is steerable to a field of view ( FOV) 102 within a
2. Description of the Related Art
30 total field of regard ( FOR) 104 to track a light beam 106
from a celestial object 108. FIGS . 2-3 depict a side view and
Traditional star trackers employ detectors fixed to refrac- an isometric view of the star tracker 100 having a steering
tive lenses or reflective telescopes which are then pointed system 110 that enables detection of the light beam 106 that
around aa field of regard (FOR) using a gimbal, flat mirror or is off - axis. The steering system 110 is composed of a pair of
Risley prisms as the pointing mechanism . This approach 35 rotating photonic crystal elements 112a , 112b designed for
leads to a continuous, symmetrical portion of hemispherical optical deflection . The steering system 110 is analogous to
field of regard (FOR) that can be accessed by the steered Risley prisms and can be applied having reduced size and
field of view (FOV) of the optics , limited by the steering weight and with increased performance by eliminating the
system of either Risley prisms or a gimbal mechanism . A refractive errors inherent in prisms. In this manner , the total
gimbal mechanism provides a wide field of view ; however, 40 FOR 104 (FIG . 1 ) as a solid
portion of a hemisphere is
the size and weight requirements of the gimbaled system are accessible . The FOV 102 is aa function of the imaging optics
quite high . The Risley prism approach introduces refractive within the star tracker 100 , which include a folding mirror
errors that are difficult to correct for in systems that detect 114 , lens 116 , and detector 118. The FOR 104 is aa function
of the angular deflection provided by the two photonic
an extended spectrum .
45 crystal elements 112a , 112b . Because the photonic crystal
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
elements 112a , 112b used for pointing are very lightweight,
the requirements on the rotation control of the steering
The description of the illustrative embodiments can be system 110 is reduced , ultimately lowering the power
read in conjunction with the accompanying figures. It will be requirements for the steering system 110 , which can further
appreciated that for simplicity and clarity of illustration , 50 reduce the size and weight of the star tracker 100 .
elements illustrated in the figures have not necessarily been
Star trackers can be used as stellar navigation aids on
drawn to scale . For example, the dimensions of some of the platforms (vehicles , telescopes , cameras, etc.) that are
elements are exaggerated relative to other elements . ground, air, sea or space -based, each with its own perfor
Embodiments incorporating teachings of the present disclo- mance , size , weight and power restrictions. For example, a
sure are shown and described with respect to the figures 55 sea -based platform may be able to use a larger form factor
and weight but has to contend with atmosphere. Space - based
presented herein, in which:
FIG . 1 is an isometric diagram of celestial tracking device applications likely have more stringent limitations on both
( “ star tracker ” ) having a steerable field of view (FOV) form factor and power consumption , but have no atmo
within a field of regard ( FOR) , according to one or more sphere to contend with . The star tracker innovation pre
embodiments ;
60 sented herein directly addresses small form factor needs but
FIG . 2 is a side view of the star tracker of FIG . 1 having is also valid for applications with more relaxed require
a steering system that enables detection of a light beam that ments .
The key components of the present innovation is the use
is off - axis, according to one or more embodiments ;
FIG . 3 is an isometric view of the star tracker of FIG . 1 , of a pair of photonic crystals designed for fixed deviation
according to one or more embodiments ;
65 angles and each mounted in its own respective rotation
FIG . 4 is a diagram of a generally -known steering mecha- stage. The photonic crystal pointing requires specially
nism having Risley prisms used for steering with no angle; designed SVPCs . All mounted plates are located on the
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primary optical axis and rotations of the plates allows the axes would allow for sampling additional portions of the
FOV of the system to be adjusted around the FOR . This is sky, increasing the availability . Additional Off - Axis Para
an analog to Risley prisms or their polarization grating bolic (OAPs ) can be used to sense different magnitude stars ,
alternative, Risley gratings. An SVPC structure is deposited different inclination rings , different spectra, etc.
on a substrate selected for the spectrum and environment of 5 In one or more embodiments, thermal compensation
interest. Relevant SVPC designs for beam deflection are mechanisms may be included in any embodiment to allow
described in references [ 1-3 ] and have recently been focus compensation during large temperature or pressure
reported to be self -collimating while re -directing energy at changes
An embodiment includes a single photonic crystal
an angle of 90 degrees [ 4-5 ] . Other, lower angular deviations or other.optical
element in a rotation stage to access a FOR
10
are also possible using the same techniques.
that
is
limited
to
ring. Embodied variants include more
FIG . 4 depicts a generally -known steering mechanism than two photonic acrystal
400 having Risley prisms 402a , 402b that are used for or pointing accuracy . devices to enhance pointing speed
steering with no angle . FIG . 5 depicts the generally -known
The following references ( 1 ) - ( 18 ) are hereby incorporated
steering mechanism 400 having Risley prisms 402a , 402b

adjusted for an induced angle. The two prisms 402a, 402b 15 by(reference
in their entirety :
1 ) P. Duke Anderson , Daniel D. Koleske , Michelle L.

are rotated to effect various steering angles around the two
Povinelli, and Ganapathi Subramania , “ Improving emission
dimensional ( 2D ) angular region of interest.
FIG . 6 depicts the steering mechanism 110 having polar uniformity and linearizing band dispersion in nanowire
ization gratings and photonic crystal beam steering that can arrays using quasi-aperiodicity ,” Opt . Mater. Express 7 ,
be accomplished with no angle . FIG . 7 depicts the steering 20 3634-3642 (2017 ) ;
mechanism 110 having polarization gratings and photonic
( 2 ) Liu , Xiaojun & Da , Yun & Xuan , Yimin . (2017 ) .
crystal beam steering that can be accomplished with an Full -spectrum light management by pseudo -disordered
angular offset, in a completely analogous manner to the mot eye structures for thin film solar cells . Optics Express.
Risley prisms but with no induced aberrations.
25. A824 ;
In one or more embodiments, FIGS . 8-9 depict a star 25 ( 3 ) Liu , Longju & Hurayth , Abu & Li , Jingjing & Hillier,
tracker 800 having a motorized steering mechanism 810 that Andrew & Lu, Meng. (2016 ) . A strain -tunable nanoimprint
is mounted to a housing 820. A first rotational sleeve 830a lithography for linear variable photonic crystal filters. Nano
is annularly attached to the first photonic crystal element technology. 27. 295301 ;
112a . A second rotational sleeve 830b is annularly attached
( 4 ) Rumpf, R. C. , Pazos , J. J. , Digaum , J. L. , & Kuebler,
to822thereceives
secondforphotonic
crystal
element
112b
.
The
housing
30
s
.
M. (2015). Spatially variant periodic structures in elec
rotation in axial alignment the adjacent first tromagnetics
. Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Soci
and the second rotational sleeves 830a , 830b . A first motor ety A : Mathematical
, Physical and Engineering Sciences ,
ized steering mechanism 834a is actuated by a first steering 373 (2049) ;
drive motor 436a to selectively rotate the first rotational
L. Digaum , Rashi Sharma, Daniel Batista ,
sleeve 830a in the housing 820. A second motorized steering 35 ( 5 ) Jennefir
J. Pazos , Raymond C. Rumpf, Stephen M. Kuebler,
mechanism 834b is actuated by a second steering drive Javier
“ Beam- bending in spatially variant photonic crystals at
motor 436b to selectively rotate the second rotational sleeve telecommunications
wavelengths ”, Proc. SPIE 9759 ,
830b in the housing 820. The combination of the rotational
Advanced
Fabrication
Technologies for Micro /Nano Optics
positions of the first and the second rotational sleeves 830a ,
830b changes zero degree FOV 840a (FIG . 8 ) to an induced 40 and Photonics IX , 975911 ( 14 Mar. 2016 ) ;
( 6 ) Beaulieu , Michael & Hendricks, Nicholas & Watkins,
angle FOV 840b ( FIG . 9 ) .
All components of the present innovation except for the James . ( 2014 ) . Large - Area Printing of Optical Gratings and
?

2

photonic crystals can be made using standard techniques. 3D Photonic Crystals Using Solution -Processable Nanopar
Fabrication methods for the photonic crystal are generally ticle/ Polymer Composites . ACS Photonics;
specific to the photonic crystal design selected . As such , 45 ( 7 ) Sun , Tangyou & Xu , Zhimou & Xu , Haifeng & Zhao ,

fabrication methods for the present innovation cannot be Wenning & Wu, Xinghui & Liu , Sisi & Ma , Zhichao & He ,
prescribed in general, but several methods are available in Jian & Liu , Shiyuan & Peng, Jing. ( 2013 ) . Photonic crystal
literature [ 5-9 ] and several methods have been patented structures on nonflat surfaces fabricated by dry lift - off soft
[ 10-15 ] . Similarly, the actual photonic crystal designs UV nanoimprint lithography. Journal of Micromechanics
depend heavily on the spectrum of interest, polarization 50 and Microengineering. 23 ;
characteristics, deflection angle required , substrate materi( 8 ) Calafiore , Giuseppe & Fillot , Quentin & Dhuey, Scott
als , FOV, etc. and generally cannot be determined without & Sassolini , Simone & Salvadori, Filippo & Prada, Camilo
Finite Difference Time Domain or other computational & Munechika , Keiko & Peroz , Christophe & Cabrini, Ste
electromagnetics modeling software routines .
fano & Piña- Hernandez , Carlos. (2016 ) . Printable photonic
The present innovation is distinct from generally -known 55 crystals with high refractive index for applications in visible
star tracker systems which : (a ) Have all sensor hardware light. Nanotechnology. 27 ;
( baffle, detector, lens ) installed on a gimbal to allow full
( 9 ) Pazos , j . ( 2010 ) . Digitally manufactured spatially
FOR sighting; (b ) Have a fixed lens and movable sensor variant photonic crystals. Phd . University of Texas at El
[ 16 ] ; or (c ) Have a wide field lens , rotating base and movable Paso .
60
baffle to select desired FOV from the FOR [ 17 ] .
( 10) U.S. Pat . No. 9,195,092 , Escuti , et al . , " polarization
In one or more embodiments, the present innovation independent liquid crystal display devices including mul
consists of the hardware for celestial navigation systems that tiple polarizing grating arrangements and related devices ” ,
could be used in conjunction with star catalogs and process- Aug. 15 , 2013
ing equipment in a manner similar to that discussed in [ 18 ] .
( 11 ) US Pat . Publ. No. 20160259090 , Jiang , et al . , " pho
One embodied variant of the above system utilizes mul- 65 tonic crystal supporting high frequency sensitivity self
tiple OAPs and one or more detectors on a single rotation collimation phenomenon And design method and use
platform , sharing a common window . The additional optical thereof" , Sep. 8 , 2016
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( 12 ) US Pat . Publ. No. 20170123288 , Dmitriev , et al . ,
It is understood that the use of specific component, device
“ compact optical key based on a two -dimensional photonic and / or parameter names and / or corresponding acronyms
crystal with 120 degree Folding ", May 4 , 2017
thereof, such as those of the executing utility, logic , and /or
( 13 ) U.S. Pat. No. 9,726,783 , Perrier - Cornet, et al . , firmware described herein , are for example only and not
“ Methods and systems for thermal printing of photonic 5 meant to imply any limitations on the described embodi
crystal materials , and thermally Printable photonic crystal ments. The embodiments may thus be described with dif
materials and assemblies ” , 2017 ;
ferent nomenclature and / or terminology utilized to describe
( 14 ) US Pat . Publ. No. 20160161822 , kim , et al . , “ smart the components, devices, parameters , methods and /or func
glass using guided self- assembled photonic crystal " , Jun . 9 , tions herein , without limitation . References to any specific
2016 ;
10 protocol or proprietary name in describing one or more
( 15 ) US Pat . Publ . No. 20170159206 , Li , et al . , “ Method elements, features or concepts of the embodiments are
of making photonic crystal ", Jun . 8 , 2017 ;
provided solely as examples of one implementation , and
)

( 16 ) U.S. Pat. No. 8,772,690 B2 , Smith , et al . , “Multi9

such references do not limit the extension of the claimed

functional star tracker with precision focal plane position embodiments to embodiments in which different element,
control for small cubesat - class satellites ” , Jul . 8 , 2014 ;
15 feature, protocol, or concept names are utilized . Thus, each
( 17 ) U.S. Pat. No. 9,544,488 B2 , Dawson , et al . , “ star term utilized herein is to be given its broadest interpretation
tracker with steerable field - of -view baffle coupled to wide given the context in which that terms is utilized .
The terminology used herein is for the purpose of describ
field -of -view camera ” , Jan. 10 , 2017 ; and
( 17 ) McBryde, C. , & Lightsey, E. G. (2012 ) . A star tracker ing particular embodiments only and is not intended to be
design for CubeSats. 2012 IEEE Aerospace Conference, 20 limiting of the disclosure . As used herein , the singular forms
1-14 .
“ a ” , “ an ” and “ the ” are intended to include the plural forms
While the disclosure has been described with reference to as well , unless the context clearly indicates otherwise . It will
exemplary embodiments, it will be understood by those be further understood that the terms “ comprises ” and / or

skilled in the art that various changes may be made and " comprising , " when used in this specification , specify the
departing from the scope of the disclosure . In addition , many ments, and / or components, but do not preclude the presence
modifications may be made to adapt a particular system , or addition of one or more other features, integers , steps ,
device or component thereof to the teachings of the disclo- operations, elements , components, and / or groups thereof.
sure without departing from the essential scope thereof.
The description of the present disclosure has been pre
Therefore, it is intended that the disclosure not be limited to 30 sented for purposes of illustration and description , but is not
the particular embodiments disclosed for carrying out this intended to be exhaustive or limited to the disclosure in the
disclosure , but that the disclosure will include all embodi- form disclosed . Many modifications and variations will be

equivalents may be substituted for elements thereof without 25 presence of stated features, integers, steps, operations, ele

ments falling within the scope of the appended claims .

Moreover, the use of the terms first, second, etc. do not

apparent those of ordinary skill in the art without depart
ing from the scope of the disclosure . The described embodi

denote any order or importance , but rather the terms first, 35 ments were chosen and described in order to best explain the
second , etc. are used to distinguish one element from principles of the disclosure and the practical application , and

to enable others of ordinary skill in the art to understand the
In the preceding detailed description of exemplary disclosure for various embodiments with various modifica
embodiments of the disclosure , specific exemplary embodi- tions as are suited to the particular use contemplated.
ments in which the disclosure may be practiced are 40
described in sufficient detail to enable those skilled in the art
What is claimed is :
to practice the disclosed embodiments. For example, specific
1. A star tracker comprising :
another.

details such as specific method orders , structures, elements ,
and connections have been presented herein . However, it is
to be understood that the specific details presented need not 45
be utilized to practice embodiments of the present disclo
sure. It is also to be understood that other embodiments may
be utilized and that logical , architectural, programmatic,
mechanical, electrical and other changes may be made
without departing from general scope of the disclosure. The 50
following detailed description is , therefore, not to be taken
in a limiting sense , and the scope of the present disclosure
is defined by the appended claims and equivalents thereof.
References within the specification to “ one embodiment, "
" an embodiment," " embodiments ” , or “ one or more embodi- 55
ments ” are intended to indicate that a particular feature ,

imaging optics comprising a folding mirror, a lens , and a
detector, the folding mirror bending light received from

an optical axis through the lens that focuses the bent
light onto the detector; and
a steering mechanism that steers light from an adjustable
field of view ( FOV) to the optical axis of the imaging
optics , the steering mechanism comprising:
a first photonic crystal element comprising beam point
ing spatially variant photonic crystals ( SVPCs ) ;
a second photonic crystal element comprising beam
pointing SVPCs that is positioned adjacent and axi
ally aligned with the first photonic crystal element;
a housing that receives the first and second photonic
crystal elements for independent rotation .
structure , or characteristic described in connection with the
2. The star tracker of claim 1 , wherein the steering
embodiment is included in at least one embodiment of the mechanism comprises:
present disclosure . The appearance of such phrases in varia first rotational sleeve that is annularly attached to the
ous places within the specification are not necessarily all 60
first photonic crystal element;
referring to the same embodiment, nor are separate or
a second rotational sleeve that is annularly attached to the
alternative embodiments mutually exclusive of other
second photonic crystal element;
embodiments . Further, various features are described which
a housing that receives for rotation in axial alignment the
may be exhibited by some embodiments and not by others.
adjacent first and the second rotational sleeves ;
Similarly, various requirements are described which may be 65 a first steering drive motor operatively engaged to the first
requirements for some embodiments but not other embodirotational sleeve to selectively rotate the first rotational
ments .
sleeve in the housing; and
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a second steering drive motor operatively engaged to the

second rotational sleeve to selectively rotate the second
rotational sleeve in the housing.

8

